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Agenda
 Design process and interviews
 Demo of redesigned projects & programs dashboard
 Introducing the Results Module
 Summary of Release 4.1 and NRS next steps
 Reporting deadlines and submission processes
 A reminder about terminology
 FAQs Resources
 Q&A
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New Projects/Program Dashboard
Demonstration
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Dashboard Features
 Features
 Search (core project
data including title,
accession number,
department,
knowledge area)
 Filter (Project status,
Project number
prefix, funding
source (e.g., Hatch
research)
 Sort by (newest to
oldest, last updated
by, status)
 Export all project
data to spreadsheet
file (note only
provides data
searchable on the
page)
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New Projects/Program Detailed Pageview
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Adding Results
Result Item

Required

Rules and Character
Limits

Approximate
Word Count

Fiscal Year

Yes

Must choose a year

N/A

In 2-3 sentences, briefly describe the issue or problem that your project
addresses

Yes

8,000 characters

1,304

Briefly describe in non-technical terms how your major activities helped you
achieve, or make significant progress toward, the goals and objectives
described in your non-technical summary.

Yes

8,000 characters

1,304

Briefly describe how your target audience benefited from your project’s
activities.

Yes

8,000 characters

1,304

Briefly describe how the broader public benefited from your project's activities.

Yes

8,000 characters

1,304

“Nothing significant to report” checkbox

Optional

N/A

N/A

Comments

Optional unless “nothing
significant” checked

8,000 characters

1,304
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Summary of Release 4.1 – January 6, 2022
The following enhancements are being added Thursday, January 6, 2022:
 Improved Projects and Programs dashboard - LGUs will experience an enhanced view of their projects and programs,
ensuring that searching, sorting, and filtering is more user friendly. This enhanced view will include a data field identifying
who last updated the project. Searching records now includes accession number, primary knowledge area, and
department.
 Enhanced navigation – A new, handy navigation link at the top of the project view (breadcrumb) makes returning to your
search selection easier. When viewing a project from the new dashboard, clicking the breadcrumb returns the user to the
previously selected search term, filter, or sort combination, saving time and making navigation easier. Users will be able to
drill down to see the full details of a project and then get back quickly to the search results.
 User-friendly printing feature – All pages of the application can now be printed in a user-friendly format using the web
browser print function. This release introduces modest improvements that will enable future customization and a better
overall exporting experience.
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Upcoming Features
 Project and Program Results Module – The next major release for NRS will include the new form for
recording the results of formula-funded research projects and extension programs. Results will be added
from the project page. This process replaces the previous yearly progress reporting requirement and will be
integrated with the Plan of Work Annual Report for projects funded by Hatch (regular and multistate), SmithLever, Evans-Allen, and 1890 Extension.
 Improved Project/Program format – The project page will offer a streamlined and fully formatted view that
can be printed into any preferred format supported by the web browser. This will address many of the
existing formatting limitations and issues of the export feature and incorporate results information.
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FY 2022 Webinar Schedule
December

January

INTRODUCE Results module & process
OPEN Q&A to address outstanding LGU
questions and concerns
DISCUSS upcoming release details

INTRODUCE Add a result
REVIEW New projects/programs dashboard
OPEN Q&A to address outstanding LGU
questions and concerns
DISCUSS upcoming release details

February

March

INTRODUCE Annual Report builder
REVIEW Results and Email
OPEN Q&A to address LGU questions and
concerns
DISCUSS upcoming release details

INTRODUCE Annual Report submissions
REVIEW Annual Report builder
OPEN Q&A to address outstanding LGU
questions and concerns
DISCUSS upcoming release details

April

May

INTRODUCE Notifications and project logs
REVIEW Annual Report submissions
OPEN Q&A to address outstanding LGU
questions and concerns
DISCUSS upcoming release details

INTRODUCE Other POW reporting features
REVIEW Notifications & logs
OPEN Q&A to address outstanding LGU
questions and concerns
DISCUSS upcoming release details
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NRS Next Steps
In Progress
Results module

Annual Report
Builder

Improve export
features

Add KAs to
dashboards

Email notices

Results editing and
highlighting

Annual Report
submission

Improve editor, spell
check, word count

Notifications and
Project Logs

OGFM
Supplemental

Add NIMSS to
existing multistate

Financial Module

Recently Completed
Projects/Program
Dashboard

Other Capacity

NIMSS Data
Migration

Export research &
extension initiations

Improve
classification saving

Add updated date to
the dashboard

Program of
Research (POR)

Program of
Research (POR)

Accession number

NIFA project
views/filters

NIFA role
management
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NIMSS integration
for multistate

Terminology As We Transition
Old Term

New Term

Comments

Annual Report of Accomplishments and Results
(sometimes referred to as the Federal Report)

Annual Report of
Accomplishments and Results

This satisfies one of the several reporting requirements for the Plan of Work and the
AREERA statute

Progress Report (often referred to as the Annual
report or annual progress report and only covers
research in REEport)

Results

Applies to both Research and Extension for all capacity. This satisfies progress and
performance reporting.

Final Report (often referred to as the final technical
report and only covers research in REEport):

Results

The last one submitted when the project closes. This satisfies the final reporting
requirement for close out purposes.

Export

Export All

The “export” term will only apply to situations where we pull all data from a page into a
CSV file. It will not be used for an individual project document. This function will appear
within the Projects/Programs dashboard as “Export All”. Users will be able to manually
sort/filter within the Excel file.

N/A

Print

The “print” option will enable users to print exactly what appears on a page in a userfriendly way. This ”print” option is not document export option, but it will connect with
the browser print feature, which can. Most will support PDF and others can be added
through add-on extensions. We will be helping make this a better experience as we move
forward, but all fully-formatted information is now fully available.
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FAQs – Webinar 12/6/2021
The NRS team identified several key themes of the questions that were asked during our last webinar including:
 Account access, registration, and eAuthentication – Several questions regarding account registration for the NRS.
Over the past several months, thousands of accounts have been successfully registered, often in less than five
minutes. Some resources we’d like to share include:
 Answers to frequently asked questions;
 eAuthentication public customer registration guidance.
 Where to report and reporting deadlines – For all projects that were completed on or before September 30, 2021,
final reporting will be completed within REEport. All other projects should plan on completing their final reports
within NRS. The team will be distributing materials for this in the forthcoming weeks and will be hosting a more indepth final reporting webinar next month. In November, the NRS team distributed a fact sheet highlighting reporting
dates, please reach out to nrs@usda.gov if you did not receive the original publication. Please see subsequent slides
for key reporting dates.
 Reporting fact sheet
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Reporting Activities and Deadlines
Report type
COMPLETING Research
and Final Reports

CONTINUING Research
Reports

Research Financial
Reporting
Extension Program
Reporting
Extension Financial
Reporting

System
REEPort

NRS

Rationale
For projects with an end date on or before September 30, 2021: Project Directors will
complete final reports in REEport per usual.
For projects and programs continuing into FY 2022: All reporting activities will be
completed in NRS. All capacity-funded activities will report their results in NRS for the
following funding sources:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hatch (Regular)
Hatch Multistate
Evans-Allen (Section 1445)
Smith-Lever
1890 Extension (Section 1444)
Animal Health and Disease Research
McIntire-Stennis,
Renewable Resources Extension Act (RREA).

Deadline
90 days after the close of the
project. Latest March 1st.

April 1st

If you are not seeing your continuing project within the NRS, please reach out to
pow@usda.gov
REEport / Financial reporting guidance will be forthcoming, but institutions should anticipate the
manual same requirements as previous years for all projects closing out.
All extension programs will submit results in tandem with the Annual Report of
NRS
Accomplishments and Results.

February 1st.

Manual Financial reporting guidance will be forthcoming and tie into programmatic level funding.

Only collected for youth
expenditures

April 1st
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Reporting Activities and Deadlines
Report type

System

Annual Report of
Accomplishments and Results
(POW)

NRS

OGFM Supplemental

Plan of Work (POW in the
Institutional Profile)

Rationale
A streamlined format is being designed in NRS that will allow top-line achievements to
be entered for critical issues and incorporate highlights from all research projects and
extension programs results, eliminating redundant data calls and data entry.

Deadline
May 2nd.

This process is also being streamlined to reduce redundant processes. The new questions
in the research and extension programs that fall under Plan of Work will provide
Manual important data for this reporting. In turn the broader financial reporting will address
April 1st
questions about meeting threshold amounts for multistate and integrated projects as
required.
TBD

The yearly update to the Plan of Work is still slated to be completed in the Institutional
Profile; however, further guidance on how to update and maintain the Critical Issues in
that update will be forthcoming as we add features in NRS to manage them.

TBD but after the Annual
Report.
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Q&A
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